20	INTRODUCTORY
letters. First there should be calculations specially devised as suitable for boys, which they should learn with amusement and pleasure, for example, distributions of apples or garlands where the same number is divided among more or fewer boys, or (distributions) of the competitors in boxing or wrestling matches on the plan of drawing pairs with byes, or by taking them in consecutive order, or in any of the lisual ways1 ; and again there should be games with bowls containing gold, bronze, and silver (coins?) and the like mixed together,2 or the bowls may be distributed as undivided units ; for, as I said, by connecting with games the essential operations of practical arithmetic, you supply the boy with what will be useful to him later in the ordering of armies, inarches and campaigns, as well as in household management; and in any case you make him more useful to himself and more wide awake. Then again, by calculating measurements of things which have length, breadth, and depth, questions on all of which the natural condition of all men is one of ridiculous and disgraceful ignorance, they are enabled to emerge from this state/
It is true that these are Plato's ideas of what- elementary education should include ; but it can hardly be doubted that such methods were actually in use in Attica.
Geometry and astronomy belonged to secondary education, which occupied the years between the ages of fourteen and eighteen. The pseudo-Platonic Axiochus attributes to Prodi-cus a statement that, when a boy gets older, i. e. after he has
1 The Greek of this clause is (^tavofial) itvktu>v /cat TraXatarcoy re Kal cruXXjj^co? (v fic'pci kcu ecfrfj-rjs /cm a>ff irtfyvKaa-i ylyv€<j6ai. So far as I can ascertain, ev pcpei. (by itself) and ffat-rjs have always been taken as indicating alternative methods, ' in turn and in consecutive order '. But it is impossible to get any satisfactory contrast of meaning between
*	in turn' and *in consecutive order1.   It is clear to me that we have
here merely an instance of Plato's habit of changing the order of words
for effect, and that cv /-tepet must be taken with the genitives cfadpeias ml
<rv\\r)t;*(as ; i.e. we must translate as if we had cv tytBpcias re Kal o-uXXj?-
£co>f /icpet, * % waV 0/byes and drawings '. This gives a proper distinction
between (1) drawings with byes and (2) taking competitors in consecutive
order.
3 It is difficult to decide between the two possible interpretations .of the phrase <£iaXar a/xa ^pvcro€ Kal ^aX/cou /cat apyvpov /cat rotovrooj/ tiv&v oAXcoy Kfpawvvres. It may mean ' taking bowls made of gold, bronze, silver and other metals mixed together (in certain proportions)' or ' filling bowls with gold, bronze, silver, &c. (sc. objects such as coins) mixed together '. The latter version seems to agree best with Traifrvrts (making a game out of the process) and to give the better contrast to
*	distributing the bowls as wholes ' (o\as rra)s &u$iSoW«).

